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Abstract
With the development of 5th generation (5G) wireless communication networks and the popularity of short video
applications, there has been a rapid increase in short video traffic in cellular networks. Device-to-device (D2D)
communication-based short video sharing is considered to be an effective way to offload traffic from cellular networks. Due
to the selfish nature of mobile user equipment (MUEs), how to dynamically motivate MUEs to engage in short video sharing
while ensuring the Quality of Service, which makes it critical to design an appropriate incentive mechanism. In this paper, we
firstly analyze the rationale for dynamically setting rewards and penalties and then define the rewards and penalties setting
dynamically for maximizing the utility of the mobile edge computing server (RPSDMU) problem. The problem is proved
NP-hard. Furthermore, we formulate the dynamic incentive process as the Markov Decision Process problem. Considering
the complexity and dynamics of the problem, we design a Dynamic Incentive Mechanism algorithm of D2D-based Short
Video Sharing based on Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (DIM-A3C) to solve the problem. Simulation results show
that the proposed dynamic incentive mechanism can increase the utility of mobile edge computing server by an average of
22% and 16% compared with the existing proportional incentive mechanism (PIM) and scoring-based incentive mechanism
(SIM). Meanwhile, DIM-A3C achieves a higher degree of satisfaction than PIM and SIM.

Keywords Short video sharing · D2D communications · Dynamic incentive mechanism · Deep reinforcement learning

1 Introduction

Recently, with the rapid development of communication
technology and the continuous updating of mobile terminal
equipment, many short video applications (such as Douyin
[1], Youtube Go [2], KuaiShou [3], and so on) are
developing at an astonishing speed. Short video applications
have become the mainstream applications on the Internet
today, which occupy a very large network bandwidth [4] and
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the trend is expected to continue [5]. The above-mentioned
applications have resorted to employ edge caching servers
to store and deliver the massive short videos, so as
to avoid that all requests have to be fetched from the
backend/origin server, which usually introduces extra user-
perceived latency [6]. Edge caching not only improves
users’ Quality of Experience (QoE), it also effectively
offloads the backhaul traffic [7]. However, there is still a
large amount of redundant traffic on the wireless side, which
brings a heavy burden on the cellular network. Against such
a background, wireless traffic in cellular networks can be
effectively offloaded and the energy efficiency and spectral
efficiency of the network can be improved by using D2D
communication technology and short video sharing between
mobile devices [8–11].

Most previous research on D2D communication has
focused on resource allocation and interference manage-
ment, an implicit assumption under which is that MUEs
would always deliver content to others unconditionally [12].
However, the selfishness of MUEs may make them reluc-
tant to engage in D2D-based short video sharing due to
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the consumption of power and computing resources that
exists when MUEs participate in content sharing [13]. The
conflict among MUEs and the tension between the base sta-
tion and the MUEs are formulated as a Stackelberg game
and a fixed incentive scheme is derived in [14]. Due to the
fact that Users have different levels of interest in shared
content and the state is constantly changing as the process
proceeds, it is not efficient to set a fixed incentive. There-
fore, one of the main challenges faced by D2D-based short
videos sharing is: When MUEs succeed or fail in D2D-
based short video sharing, how to dynamically set rewards
or penalties to motivate MUEs to actively participate in
content sharing and at the same time constrain their behav-
ior. Edge computing [15, 16] as an extension of the cloud
is an emerging computing platform. Similar to the cloud,
edge computing assists the MUEs by providing computing
resources, data storage, and application services to possess
location awareness, maintain low latency, support hetero-
geneity, and improve QoS of the applications, especially
the compute-intensive and delay-sensitive ones [17]. In this
paper, based on edge computing, we focus on the dynamic
rewards and penalties of D2D-based short video sharing in
cellular networks, with the goal of maximizing the utility on
the network side. Meanwhile, we propose a dynamic incen-
tive mechanism of D2D-based short video sharing based on
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to solve the challenge
mentioned above.

Our contributions are summarized as followed:

1. We focus on setting up rewards and punishments
dynamically for maximizing the utility of the MEC
server. The rewards and punishments setting dynam-
ically for maximizing the utility of the MEC server
(RPSDMU) problem is formulated and proved NP-
hard.

2. We analyze the interference model of the network dur-
ing D2D-based short video sharing and the definition
of the type of short video content provider (CP), and
use the channel conditions of D2D-based short video
sharing, the number of CPs in that cellular network at
a certain time and the busyness of MUE, etc., as the
basis for setting rewards and penalties. For example,
as the number of CPs in a cellular network gradually
increases, the process of short videos sharing will be
easier and therefore the rewards should be appropriately
reduced on the network side.

3. Based on the analysis of interference models and
type of CPs in a cellular network, we formulate
the incentive process as a Markov Decision Process
framework and propose the Dynamic Incentive Mech-
anism algorithm of D2D-based Short Video Sharing

based on Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (DIM-
A3C) to optimize it dynamically with the objective of
maximizing the utility of the MEC server.

4. Thorough experiments are taken to verify the effective-
ness of the DIM-A3C. Simulation results reveal that the
proportional DIM-A3C can increase the utility of the
MEC server by an average of 22% and 16% compared
with the existing PIM and SIM. Meanwhile, DIM-A3C
achieves a higher degree of satisfaction than PIM and
SIM.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We review
the related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
system model. The Section 4 gives the dynamic incentive
mechanism. We formulate the problem and apply a DRL
algorithm to solve the problems in Section 5, then we
provide simulation experiments and analysis in Section 6.
Finally, we draw the conclusion in Section 7.

2 Related work

Due to the incredible increase in the number of mobile
terminal devices, the lightning diffusion of cloud-based
services, and the rapid development of a large number
of short video applications, the network traffic in mobile
communication systems has increased exponentially. In
addition, the simultaneous access of a mass of mobile
terminal devices and the emerging new services make
the current communication system face many challenges.
As a new generation communication standard, 5G [18]
has received extensive attention from many researchers.
D2D-based communication technology, as one of the key
technologies for 5G communication systems, can not only
solve the problems caused by the extremely large traffic
in 5G communication systems but also effectively reduce
latency and meet the needs of computing marginalization
[19]. For D2D content sharing, it is usually controlled
by the cellular network to offload peak-time backhaul
traffic and effectively improve quality of service, while
mobile user devices’ willingness of content sharing makes
a difference to the system performance [20]. Therefore,
in D2D-based content sharing, incentive mechanisms have
been extensively studied, which play an important role [21].

The current incentive mechanism design schemes could
be generally classified into two categories, one is the price-
based, the other is the reputation-based. In the price-based
mechanisms [22–24], MUEs will view the D2D-based
content sharing process as a market transaction according
to economic related theories when they participate in D2D
content sharing. In [24], the incentive mechanism puts
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a price on each D2D process and pays the MUEs who
successfully share the content, thereby motivating more
MUEs to actively participate in the D2D-based sharing
process. In the reputation-based mechanisms [25, 26],
incentive mechanisms evaluate MUEs according to their
historical behavior records. In the past period, the more
successful times of participating in D2D-based content
sharing, the higher the reputation of the MUEs. However,
none of the incentive mechanisms mentioned in the above
studies can provide continuous and dynamic incentives for
the D2D network to maximize the economic utility of the
network side.

Deep reinforcement learning combines the perceptual
abilities of deep learning with the decision-making abilities
of reinforcement learning [27], which has been widely used
in incentive mechanism design [28–30]. In [27], Zeng et al.
introduce a model-free DRL approach to efficiently manage
the resources at the network edge. In [29], to maximize the
overall utility of vehicle drivers, Zhao et al. propose a social-
aware incentive mechanism by deep reinforcement learning,
to derive the optimal long-term sensing strategy for all
vehicles. In [30], Zhan et al. study the deep reinforcement
learning-based incentive mechanism for federated learning
to motivate edge nodes to contribute model training. DRL
has also been used in D2D content caching and sharing.
In [31], Zhang et al. build the model of cache sharing and
transaction execution consensus, and they further formulate
cache placement and scene selection as Markov Decision
Process problems. DRL could be classified into two basic
methods based on value function and strategy gradient.
Since value-based algorithms are generally applicable for
problems with a discrete action-space [32], Chen et al. [33]
apply a policy-based algorithm, namely proximal policy
optimization (PPO) to obtain the continuous incentive
in the D2D content sharing. Due to the uncertainty of
coming system states, the problem of setting the appropriate
rewards or penalties is more complicated. Exiting works
also consider designing dynamic incentives to maximize the
system gains [34–36]. However, all of the above work only
considered the incentive mechanism of general content in
D2D sharing, but does not consider the specific scenario of
a short video application, and does not consider the impact
of user interest on the incentive mechanism.

3 Systemmodel

In this paper, we consider a cellular cell scenario where
there are multiple MUEs within the coverage of a single
MEC server. The D2D-based short video sharing model
is shown in Fig. 1. We only consider the sharing process
of one short video on the network. A certain number
of traditional cellular mobile user equipment (CMUEs)

and D2D mobile user equipment (DMUEs) are randomly
distributed in the cellular cell. The short video sharing
process of DMUEs multiplexes the uplink of CMUEs.
DMUEs can be classified into short video providers (CPs)
and receiver (CRs). CPs have obtained the short video, and
CRs are DMUEs who have not received content. Formally,
let M = {CP1, · · · , CPm, · · · , CPM} be a set of CPs
that describes M CPs. N = {CR1, · · · , CRn, · · · , CRN }
denotes a set of CRs that describes N CRs.

3.1 Channel interferencemodel

In this paper, in order to analyse the impact of the
channel interference model on the incentive mechanism
in more detail, we mainly consider the Path Loss fading
and independent-flat Rayleigh fading in the channel model.
We assume that all wireless links experience independent-
flat Rayleigh fading at the same frequency and the Path
Loss [37]. The Path Loss is inversely proportional to the
communication distance with a loss factor of α. Let hm,n be
Rayleigh fading coefficient betweenCPm andCRn, dm,n be
the distances from CPm to short video receiver CRn, pT

m be
the transmitting power of CPm. Consequently, the received
power of CRn receives the short video sent by CPm is
pT

md−α
m,nhm,n. As DMUEs multiplex the uplink transmission

channels of CMUEs, a DMUE receives interference from
one CMUE and other DMUEs [38]. When CPm shares a
short video withCRn via D2D, the total interference ofCRn

can be expressed as:

Im,n = pT
c d−α

c,n hc,n +
∑

CPk∈M,k �=m

pT
k d−α

k,nhk,n, (1)

where pT
c and pT

k are the transmitting power of CMUE c

and CPk , respectively. In cellular communication networks,
Qos can accurately reflect the quality of communication of
MUEs, and Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR)
can be an important indicator to ensure Qos. SINR is given
by:

rm,n = pmd−α
m,nhm,n

Im,n + σ 2
, (2)

where σ 2 denotes the power of additive white Gaussian
noise. According to the Shannon Theory, the short video
content transmission rate between CPm and CRn can be
expressed as:

Rm,n = Blog2(1 + rm,n), (3)

where B is channel bandwidth of the cellular network.

3.2 Definition of CP types

Considering that different short video CPs or the same
CP have different content sharing capabilities in different
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Fig. 1 The D2D-based short video sharing model

periods, we should dynamically set different rewards for
CPs that complete the D2D-based short video sharing task.
For CPm and CRn that are about to a share short video, the
quality of completing the D2D-based sharing task depends
on the D2D channel conditions, the remaining power Em of
the CPm, and the busyness lm of the CPm. For example, the
higher CPm’s remaining power Em and the lower CPm’s
busyness lm, the less cost paid by the CPm to complete short
video sharing. The type ϑm,n ofCPm refer toCRn is defined
as:

ϑm,n = d−α
m,nhm,n

Im,nψmlm
, (4)

where ψm is the price paid by the CPm when it consumes a
unit of electricity and ψm is expressed as:

ψm = ωEm
−1, (5)

where ω is defined as the conversion coefficient that
converts the current power value into the cost of the unit
power consumption of the device.

3.3 Constructing the interest vector

When a user browses the short video content, the MEC
server will record the specific details of the user’s access.
The historical records of users’ access to different types of
short video content can be used as a basis for discovering
users’ interests. In the process of using short video
applications, if a user likes or forwards a short video he is
watching, we think that the user is interested in the short
video content. We uniformly refer to the user’s operations
such as likes and forwards as being approved by the user
and define the user’s interest in the short video content of

type j as:

vj = fj

Fj

(6)

where fj represents the number of user approvals for short
videos of type j , Fj denotes the total number of short videos
of type j browsed by the user. According to formula (6), we
can get the interest vector of user u for various types of short
videos:

V
u = [vu

1 , · · · , vu
j , . . . , vu

J ] (7)

3.4 Process of D2D-based short video sharing

According to Section 3.3, we can obtain the vector VCRn =
[vCRn

1 , · · · , v
CRn

j , . . . , v
CRn

J ] of CRn’s interest in various

types of short video content, where v
CRn

j denotes the degree
of CRn’s interest in the short video of type j . The process of
implementing D2D-based short video sharing is generally
as follows.

1. The CRn sends its set of interest vector VCRn for each
type of short video to the base station.

2. The base station records and broadcasts the information
from the CRn to the cell. When the distance between
a CP and the CRn is within the maximum range
allowed for D2D communication and the CP is willing
to participate in the D2D-based short video sharing
process, the CP sends a signal to the base station.
The signal sent includes the transmission rate between
the CP and the CRn, the information about the short
video to be shared, and the device type. If multiple
CPs preparing to share a short video to the CRn at
the same time, the base station selects a certain CP to
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participate in sharing process according to the received
signal, thereby maximizing the benefit of the system.

3. The base station sends the reward and penalty
information to the CP. The MEC server on the base
station side will calculate the reward for successful
transmission and the penalty for failure based on the
specific information of the CP.

4. After the CP receives the reward and penalty informa-
tion, it calculates the self-utility this short video sharing
will bring to itself. If the utility is greater than 0, the CP
starts sharing the short video to the CRn.

4 Dynamic incentive mechanism design

4.1 Dynamic rewardmodel

In a cellular network, when CPs share short videos for
other MUEs, they need to consume their power, storage, and
computing resources. Therefore, the network side should
consider giving the CPs corresponding rewards in a certain
way. When a CP successfully shares a short video via
D2D, the size of the reward given to the CP by the
network side is related to the number of CPs in the cellular
network. The state of the cellular network is defined as SM

when there are M CPs in the cellular network. Assuming
that the type of short video to be shared is j , when
the CPm successfully shares the short video to the CRn

via D2D, the reward to the CPm can be expressed as
follows:

Cs,M
m,n = w̄ηϑm,nv

CRn

j L(N + M)

LmaxM
= w̄ηd−α

m,nhm,nLv
CRn

j (N + M)

Im,nψmlmLmaxM
(8)

where η is the conversion coefficient for converting user
equipment type metrics into economic utility.L is the length
of the short video successfully shared, and Lmax represents
the maximum length of the short video that can be shared
through D2D. β is a constant, it is the conversion factor that
converts the proportion of the number of CPs in the cellular
network into economic utility, and w̄ denotes the weight to
be optimized. It can be seen that the higher the CP type
and the longer the length of the short video successfully
shared, the higher the reward for the CP, which we call high-
score CP. As the number of CPs in the cellular network
increases, the process of D2D-based short video sharing
becomes relatively easy, and therefore the rewards that
CPs receive for successfully sharing a short video should
decrease accordingly. Since the reward setting depends on
the signal information sent by the CP to the MEC server-
side base station, to prevent the CP from sending false signal
information to obtain a higher reward, the MEC server
should punish the dishonest CP accordingly [39], and the

size of the punishment should be proportional to the reward
size, i.e.,

C
f,M
m,n ∝ Cs,M

m,n . (9)

4.2 Utility model of MEC server

In a cycle SM of incentive renewal, the utility of the MEC
server is the difference between its benefit and the incentive
cost paid.In the state SM , the utility of MEC server is
calculated as follows:

R′(SM)=CpNs
M+

∑

CPm∈M,CRn∈N
C

f,M
m,n −

∑

CPm∈M,CRn∈N
Cs,M

m,n ,

(10)

where N
f
M denotes the times of successful sharing of a short

video in a scheduling cycle of state SM , Cp denotes the
benefit that the MEC server would receive from a successful
short video sharing.

4.3 Utility model of CP

The CPs are individually rational. Only when their utility
is greater than 0, will the CPs share a short video based
on D2D. Before the short video sharing in each scheduling
period, the CP will evaluate the utility of this content sharing
based on its specific situation and the size of the incentive
that the MEC server will give.

Let PH and PL be the failure probability of high-score
CP and low-score CP in D2D communication,respectively.
C

f,M
m,n and C

f,M

m′,n′ respectively denote the penalties for high-
score CP and low-score CP after D2D Communication
failure,i.e. C

f,M

m′,n′ < C
f,M
m,n . In the state SM , when CPm

shares a short video with CRn, the cost to CPm can be
expressed as:

gM
m,n = σ

2
pT

m. (11)

Therefore, the utility of CPm is the difference between its
benefits and cost, as follows:

uM
m,n = Cs,M

m,n − gM
m,n − PH C

f,M
m,n . (12)

To effectively incentivize CPs to actively participate
in the D2D-based short video content sharing process
while ensuring the utility of the MEC server, the incentive
mechanism should be designed to satisfy both IC and IR
conditions.

Definition 1 IC: The CPs must send their real information
to the base station on the MEC server-side instead of
sending false information to get higher rewards,i.e.,

C
s,M
m′,n′ − gM

m′,n′ − PLC
f,M

m′,n′ ≥ Cs,M
m,n − gM

m′,n′ − PLC
f,M
m,n ,

(13)
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Cs,M
m,n − gM

m,n − PH C
f,M
m,n ≥ C

s,M
m′,n′ − gM

m,n − PH C
f,M

m′,n′ .

(14)

The left side of inequality (13) shows the utility obtained
by the low-score CP after sending true signal information
to the MEC server, and the right side of the inequality
(13) represents the utility obtained by the low-score CP
impersonating the high-score CP and sending false signal
information to the MEC server. In other words, inequality
(13) denotes that if a low-score CP pretends to be a high-
score CP and sends false signal information to the MEC
server-side base station, its utility will be reduced, so the
low-score CP will not imitate the signal information sent
by the high-score CP. Similarly, inequality (14) denotes that
high-score CP will not pretend to be a low-score CP to
send signal information to the MEC server-side base station.
After satisfying the IC constraint, the CP will send its real
signal to the MEC server-side base station according to its
situation, instead of sending false signal information, which
ensures the authenticity and validity of the signal.

Definition 2 IR: The utility of CPs in a cellular network
after participating in the D2D-based short video sharing
process is no less than 0,i,e.,

Cs,M
m,n − gM

m,n − PH C
f,M
m,n ≥ 0. (15)

Every individual engaged in economic activities is self-
interested. Inequality (15) denotes that the CPs can get
non-negative rewards if they actively participate in the
D2D-based short video sharing process.

5 Dynamic incentives based on deep
reinforcement learning

5.1 Modeling based onMarkov decision process

State space Assuming that there are M CPs in state St ,
and at this time, K CPs intend to share short video content
with different CRs in the cellular network. These CPs have
sent their information to the MEC server-side base station
and the MEC server agrees to their short video sharing.we
denote:

St = {{R1, ϑ1,V
CR1 , M}, · · · , {Rk, ϑk,V

CRk , M}, · · · {RK, ϑK,VCRK , M}},
(16)

where Rk indicate the short video content transmission rate
Rm,n of D2D-pair (CPm, CRn) whose index is k. θk is the
device type ϑm,n of CPm relative to CRn. In the state St ,
we assume that the number of CPs in the cellular network is
always M .

Action space

at = {{Cs,M
1 , C

f,M

1 }, · · · , {Cs,M
k , C

f,M
k }, · · · , {Cs,M

K ,C
f,M
K }}, (17)

where C
s,M
k denotes the reward that CPm can receive when

a certain D2D-pair (CPm, CRn) whose index is k have
successfully shared a short video, otherwise the reward is
C

f,M
k .

Reward In state St , after taking action at , the agent of DRL
system will feedback the immediate reward Rt . We use the
utility of the MEC server in an incentive update period SM

as the instant reward of deep reinforcement learning, i.e.

Rt = R′(SM). (18)

5.2 Optimization objective

From the perspective of the MEC server-side, the MEC
server hopes to maximize its long-term utility by adopting
different actions at according to an optimal control strategy
π for different states St of CPs. Therefore, our optimization
goal is to maximize the cumulative discount utility on the
MEC server side of the entire short video sharing process,
i.e.,

max
T∑

t=0

γRt , (19)

where T is the end time of the short video content sharing
process. When all DMUEs have obtained a certain short
video content, the D2D-based sharing process ends. γ is
the discount rate. The smaller the value of γ , the more
important the network’s recent revenue is than the future
revenue.

5.3 Complexity of RPSDMU

Theorem 1 RPSDMU is an NP-hard problem.

Proof First we introduce the subset-sum problem
(SUBSET-SUM), which is defined as follows: Given
a finite set H of positive integers and an integer tar-
get k > 0, finding out whether there is a subset
H′ ⊆ H whose sum of all elements is k. For example
H = {1, 2, 3, 14, 49, 98, 343, 686, 2409} and k = 3115, so
the subset H′ = {1, 2, 3, 14, 686, 2409} is a solution of the
problem.

SUBSET-SUM = {< H, k >: there is a subsetH′ ⊆ H, and k=
∑

h∈H′
h} (20)

Next, we reduce SUBSET-SUM to RPSDMU problem.
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We construct an instance for the RPSDMU problem.
Suppose that the rewards set by the MEC server for CP
are all positive integers, and in the state St , after CP
gets a reward of size C, the system must go to the next
identical state St+1. In the RPSDMU problem, our goal is
to maximize the utility of the network side, i.e., to minimize
the cost of rewards expended on the network side. Assuming
that the minimum cost is k, that is, we need to find a subset
H′ in all possible reward sets H, so that the sum of all
elements in the subset H′ is k.

Since the SUBSET-SUM problem is a special case of
the RPSDMU problem and the SUBSET-SUM problem
has been proved to be NP-hard, the RPSDMU problem is
NP-hard. This completes the proof.

5.4 Deep reinforcement learning

In DRL, the agent interacts with the environment and
guides the behavior with the obtained reward, so as to find
an optimal strategy π . In the future interaction with the
environment, the agent can obtain the maximum reward
by making decisions according to the strategy π [40].
Algorithms for solving reinforcement learning problems
can be classified as policy-based algorithms and value-
based algorithms. The output of value-based algorithms is
the values of all actions, and the agent will choose the
action with the highest value. However, it only applies to
the problem of discrete actions. Policy-based algorithms
directly output the probabilities of various actions to be

taken in the next step, and then take corresponding actions
according to the probabilities [41], which makes it possible
to select the appropriate action in continuous actions.
However, policy-based algorithms typically converge to a
local rather than the global optimum. In addition, the DRL
algorithms mentioned above, such as DDQN [42], DDPG
[43],and etc, all use the experience replay mechanism to
eliminate the relevance of training data, but the experience
replay mechanism has the following problems:

1) The acquisition of experience data relies on the
interaction between the agent and the environment, and
each interaction consumes a lot of memory and computing
resources.

2) The experience replay mechanism requires the agent to
learn using the off-policy approach, which can only update
model parameters based on the data generated by the old
policy.

In this paper, we apply an actor-critic algorithm, namely
Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) [44], as this
algorithm uses an asynchronous training mechanism to
make full use of computing resources and improve the
training speed of the model. In A3C, the gradient update
method of the actor network’s parameter θ can be expressed
as:

dθ = dθ +∇θ logπθ(st , at )A(s, t)+c∇θH(π(st , θ)), (21)

where H is the entropy, and the hyperparameter c controls
the strength of the entropy regularization term. The
advantage function A(s, t) in Eq. 21 denotes the advantage

Fig. 2 Incentive mechanism of D2D-based short video sharing by DRL
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of taking action a compared to the action suggested by
policy π . To reduce the variance of sampled trajectories,
A(s, t) is usually defined as:

A(s, t) =
k−1∑

i=0

γ irt+i + γ kV (st+k) − V (st ), (22)

where rt represents the instant reward obtained in state st .
V (st+k) and V (st ) denote the state value of state st+k and
state st obtained by the critic network, respectively.

5.5 Dynamic incentivemechanism based on deep
reinforcement learning

In order to effectively motivate CPs in the cellular networks
to actively participate in D2D-based short video sharing,
we design a Dynamic Incentive Mechanism algorithm of
D2D-based Short Video Sharing based on Asynchronous
Advantage Actor-Critic (DIM-A3C). As shown in Fig. 2,
the DIM-A3C uses an asynchronous training framework.
The global network is a public neural network model that
includes both actor and critic components. Each worker
runs in its own thread, and its neural network structure is
the same as the global network. Each thread independently
interacts with the environment to obtain experience data,
and these threads do not interfere with each other. After
the threads interact with the environments a certain amount
of data, the loss function’ ural network is calculated, and
the calculated gradient is used to update the global neural
network. Every once in a while, each worker replaces
its parameters with global neural network parameters.
The idea of asynchronous training solves the problem of
slow convergence of traditional actor-critic algorithms. In
addition, the DIM-A3C algorithm executes multiple agents
asynchronously, which eliminates the correlation between
training data through different states experienced by the
agents in parallel, without the need for experience replay
to store historical data, which can adapt to the optimization
problems with a large state space. The combination of
asynchronous training and actor-critic methods can not only
reduce the calculation time, but also accommodate to the
dynamic changes of the cellular network. In the D2D-
based short video sharing process, after the CP sends a
signal which includes the transmission rate, the information
about the short video to be shared, and the device type
to the base station, the base station would determine the
reward and penalty according to the DIM-A3C algorithm.
Consequently, the DIM-A3C algorithm is described in
Algorithm1.

In Algorithm 1, we define the loss function as:

Ltol = Lπ + cvLv + cregLreg, (23)

where Lπ is the loss of the policy, Lv is the value error and
Lreg is a regularization term, cv and creg are constants. The
objective function is defined as:

J (π) = E[A(S, a) · logπ(a|S)]. (24)

We take Lπ = −J (π). Therefore, for all n samples in the
minibatch, Lπ can be expressed as follows:

Lπ = −1

n

n∑

i=1

A(Si, ai) · logπ(ai, Si). (25)
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The value function satisfies the Bellman Equation, i.e.,

V (S0) = R0+γR1+γ 2R2+· · ·+γ n−1Rn−1+γ nV (Sn).

(26)

According to the Eq. 26, we can get the value error:

e=R0+γR1+γ 2R2+· · ·+γ n−1Rn−1+γ nV (Sn)−V (S0).

(27)

Thus, for n samples in the minibatch, we can get the
following formula:

Lv = 1

n

n∑

i=1

e2i . (28)

In order to balance exploration and exploitation during the
interaction between agent and environment, we introduced
entropy H , to make the distribution of output actions
more balanced. Averaging over n samples in a batch, the
regularization term can be expressed as:

Lreg = −1

n

n∑

i=1

H(π(Si)). (29)

According to the above formulas, we can obtain the loss
function as follows:

Ltol= 1

n
[

n∑

i=1

e2i −
n∑

i=1

H(π(Si))−
n∑

i=1

A(Si, ai) · logπ(ai, Si)]. (30)

The above loss function can be optimized by the
optimization method of the deep neural network to
achieve the purpose of optimizing network parameters
[45]. Therefore, the system can dynamically set the reward
according to the dynamic changes of the environment.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we use Tensorflow to evaluate the
performance of the proposed DIM-A3C in comparison with
two other methods:

Proportional Incentive Mechanism (PIM): In this incen-
tive mechanism,

when a CP successfully shares short video content with
a CR, the MEC server will give the CP a reward that is
proportional to the CP’s device type. In other words, a
higher type of CP will receive a larger reward.

Scoring-based Incentive Mechanism (SIM): In this
incentive mechanism, the size of the reward given to the
CP by the MEC server is a weighted sum of the score of
historical behavior and the score of expected instant price.

We consider a single-cell network with 200 CPs and
200 CRs, and we only focus on the sharing process of one

short video content in this cellular network. The size of the
short video content is 50 M Bytes. Some other important
parameters in the simulation process are given in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the utility of the MEC server during
training, it reveals that the MEC server’s utility of SIM and
DIM-A3C convergence after about 1000 training episodes,
which means the systems can choose a proper reward to CPs
a under given state. Obviously, the utility of the MEC server
of DIM-A3C is relatively higher than PIM and SIM. This
is because DIM-A3C can set a lower reward for CPs based
on the current system state and interest vector of CRs while
ensuring that CPs actively participate in D2D-based short
video sharing. It also reveals that with the SIM, the utility of
the MEC server is very low at first and keeps increasing as
training progresses until it is better than PIM after about 800
training episodes because SIM can set appropriate reward
based on the score of historical behavior and the score of
expected instant price.

Figure 4 shows the total utility of all CPs in the D2D-
based sharing process of a short video. Apparently, PIM
obtains a relatively stable total utility of all CPs. As the
training process progresses, the total utility of all CPs
of SIM continues to decrease until it reaches a level
approximately equivalent to PIM. It is also noteworthy that
compared with PIM and SIM, DIM-A3C performs better in
terms of the total utility of CPs because the MEC server can
always encourage CPs to share short videos at a relatively
small cost, so that the CPs’ total utility is always kept at a
low level.

Figure 5 depicts the degree of satisfaction (denoted by
Ds) of three incentive mechanisms, which is defined as
follows:

Ds = �

�
, (31)

Table 1 Parameters setting

Parameter Specifications

Training episodes 1000

Number of Sharing process 200

Actor learning rate 1e-4

Critic learning rate 1e-3

Entropy bate 1e-2

Gamma 0.9

Number of workers 8

Iterators of update global net 10

D2D bandwidth 20MHz

Noise spectral density -170dBm/Hz

Path loss exponent 4

Transmitting power 20dBm
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Fig. 3 Utility of MEC server
during training

Fig. 4 Total utility of all CPs

Fig. 5 Degree of CRs’s
satisfaction
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Fig. 6 Offloading ratio

where � represents the number of times a short video has
been shared via D2D, and � denotes the number of times
the short video was approved by CRs after being shared
via D2D. Predictably, DIM-A3C gains the highest degree of
satisfaction because it considers CR’s interest in the short
video to be shared during the reward setting process. In the
D2D-based short video sharing process, if the CR is not
interested in the short video content to be shared, the MEC
server will set a smaller reward for the CP sharing the short
video, and then if the utility obtained by the CP is a negative
value, the D2D sharing process of the short video will be
terminated. Neither PIM nor SIM takes the CR’s interest in
short videos into account during the sharing process, and
thus CR’s degree of satisfaction was relatively low. Note that
since SIM takes into account historical behavior, the degree
of satisfaction obtained by SIM is better than PIM.

In Fig. 6, we compare the offloading ratio of DIM-A3C
with PIM and SIM. As shown in Fig. 6, the offloading
ratio of PIM is relatively higher by DIM-A3C and SIM
because PIM always sets larger rewards for CPs to enable
more devices to participate in the D2D sharing process of
short videos. We can find that with DIM-A3C, rewards are
dynamically set according to the network state, and the
CR’s interest vector is also taken into account when makes
decisions. Therefore, DIM-A3C has a lower offloading ratio
than PIM, but in most cases higher than SIM.

In this paper, we maximize the utility of the MEC server
from the perspective of the operator, while ensuring that the
utility of the users who own the short videos, namely the
CPs, is non-negative. Of course, as the system effectively
rejects the short video sharing of little significance in order
to increase the utility of the MEC server, it results in a
relatively low offloading ratio. Choosing the appropriate
CPs would be an effective way to increase the offloading
ratio. Therefore, in future work, how to choose the proper
CPs will be our focus.

7 Conclusion

In order to enable more UEs to participate in the D2D
sharing process of short videos and maximize the utility
of the MEC server, we define a dynamic rewards and
punishments setting for maximizing the utility of the MEC
server problem RPSDMU, which has been proven NP-hard.
What’s more, we model it as a Markov Decision Process
and propose a dynamic incentive mechanism algorithm
DIM-A3C based on DRL. Simulation results prove that
the proposed improved incentive mechanism is effective in
motivating UEs to participate in D2D sharing process of
short videos while maximizing the utility of theMEC server.
In the future, we will further investigate how to choose
appropriate CPs in a cellular network.
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